
CLASSYS releases SCIE report regarding SCIZER and CLATUU treatments 
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Combination treatments using both medical devices SCIZER and CLATUU help reduce subcutaneous 

adipose tissue in the body with yielding only minimal pain. The latest report titled “High-intensity 

focused ultrasound treatment after cryolipolysis may be used to reduce pain: Two case report” was 

accepted for publication by Dermatologic Therapy which is certified at the SCIE (Science Citation Index 

Expanded) level of accreditation. Incorporating this latest addition, CLASSYS Inc. now possesses seven 

clinical papers with SCI (Science Citation Index) backing.  

The SCIZER and CLATUU are medical devices in the CLASSYS Inc. portfolio of devices for reduction of 

subcutaneous fat. Dr. Beom-jun Kim and his team contributed two cases in this report. In one of these 

cases, a patient was treated on the left side of her abdomen with only the SCIZER, while her right was 

treated with the CLATUU first and then the former. Immediately post treatment, a waist circumference 

reduction of 1.9 cm and no pain were reported on the right side of the patient’s abdomen which was 

treated by both medical devices.  

  

 

Pain 



 

Through this clinical study, combination treatments with SCIZER and CLATUU have been proven to have 

positive synergy. One notable company official states, “CLASSYS Inc. is focusing its research to reduce 

painful experiences for the whole medical and aesthetic market. With a foundation focused on reducing 

possible pain which may occur, the SCIZER has a built-in cooling function on both hand-pieces.  

Combination treatments add further confidence that will encourage users to combine treatments for 

achieving patient comfort and enhanced results.”  

Between 2016 and the year following, sales for the SCIZER and CLATUU increased by 54% and 43%, 

respectively. The non-invasive body contouring market has great potential with innovative additions and 

approaches emerging every day to accommodate both prospective and returning consumers. This sector 

displays solid growth and is definitely an industry to keep an eye on.  
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